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Unventilated lab called ‘hazard’
students, faculty complain about unsafe darkroom
gee

By MARY LAWRENCE

Xylene common
chemical but may
cause headaches
Xylene is a common chemical used
by industry and in consumer products
and is generally considered safe in low
concentrations, but can have a narcotic

effect in high concentrations.
Chemists
at BCC
and
SUNY
Binghamton disagree on the toxic effects of xylene. Some said the chemical
is common and poses no threat. Others
said the lack. of venilation is a real
danger.

According to a fact sheet distributed
by the county Health Department,
xylene is used as an intermediate in the
manufacture of dyes and found in
solvent mixtures, certain insecticides
and aviation fuel. It is also used as a
degreasing and cleaning agent.
Xylene is highly flammable and acts
as a defatting agent on the skin.
Protective measures should include
protective
clothing
and _ proper
venilation of storage and work areas.
According
to Merk’s
Index
(a
chemical reference book) and the
Health Department, the symptoms of
short-term
exposure
to high concentrations
of
xylene
include
headaches, dizziness and nausea.
“Inhalation
of vapor
at _ concentrations above 200 parts per million
or 3-5 minutes can lead to xylene intoxication,’’ according to the fact sheet.
No one knows the concentration
levels in the lab.
Students are exposed to the chemical
on the average of an hour a semester.
The real danger is for faculty who are
exposed all semester.

A lack of ventilation in a design and
fabrication lab has forced students and .

faculty to use a questionable chemical
under ‘‘very unsafe” conditions and
“poses an immediate health hazard,”
several faculty members and students
have charged.
The lab, located in the new Applied
Technology Building, has no exhaust
fan and faculty use a makeshift system
to air out the 10-foot square room after
it is used. The lab is used as a darkroom
and the doors must be closed while
students apply a chemical called
xylene.
Xylene, commonly used in industry,
is considered
safe under proper
working conditions, but can have adverse effects in high concentrations.
Although it is not certain what concentration levels students and teachers
are exposed to, several students have
complained of headaches and sore
throats and one teacher refuses to work
in the room.
Faculty members have sought proper
ventilation since last fall. In March, two
teachers threatened to halt all work in
the darkroom because of what they
called a “critical” situation.
Helen C. Veres, vice president for

administration,

said

the college

is

aware of the problem and is taking
measures to fix it. However, she said
she was unfamiliar with the details
because the problem was being handled
by Nelson Eshleman,
her former
assistant. Eshleman
resigned this
month to take a similar job at SUNY
Binghamton.
The Broome County Health Department said it cannot investigate unless it
receives a formal complaint from
someone at the college. So far none has
been filed.
The darkroom is used to make
printed circuit boards as part of the

weg

The only form of ventilation In the design and fabrication lab in the building is
a make-shift system that uses a fan set in the hallway to blow fumes into the
Atrium.
(Jim Pittsley photo)-

Design and Fabricate EET 230 course.
Students use an aeresol spray containing xylene as a photo resist on a
printed circuit board in a process
similar to that used to develop
photographic materials. The chemical
must be sprayed under darkroom
conditions.
After the circuit board is sprayed, it
is left to dry for four or more hours and
then exposed and developed in a xylene
bath, according to David T. Browne,

assistant
professor
of
electrical
engineering
technology.
Once
the
boards are rinsed and dried, they can

be exposed to regular light.
The spraying process for each board

normally takes five minutes
but
students are exposed to fumes for 15 to
20 minutes. It takes longer because
students work in small groups rather
than individually to save time and-must
stay

in the

darkroom

spraying is done.
Browne and Michael

until

all the

Coppola,

ad-

junct EET instructor, expressed their
concerns in a memo to Alan Dixon,

EKT department chairman, in March.
“The
situation
in, the
AT-233
darkroom has become critical,” the
two said in the memo. ‘‘Our efforts to
obtain ventilation for the room have
been ignored. It is very unsafe to

See Xylene

p. 4
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Candidates blitz Broome County
Broome County was blitzed
last week by the high flying
Democratic presidential
candidates scurrying for
last-minute votes in the
delegate rich New York
State Primary.
First came Jesse Jackson
last Wednesday to the
SUNY campus in Vestal.
Then on Friday Albert Gore,
Jr. made a stop at the VFW
headquarters in
Binghamton, followed by
Michael Dukakis who spoke
at the Polish Community
Center in the town of
Dickinson.
Each candidate made a 20
minute speech outlining
their reasons for

wanting to be the next
president of the United
States.

For full report,
See pages 8-9
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Convocation instructs about

AIDS

A convocation is scheduled for today on AIDS from 11 a.m. to

11:50 a.m. in the gymnasium. The convocation speaker is Commisioner Lorna Scott McBarnette, Executive Deputy Com-

missioner for the New York State Departmentof Health. The

Wednesday April 20
—Men’s varsity baseball vs.
Keystone Junior College, home,
4 p.m.

;

—Women’s varsity softball at
Corning Community College, 3

p.m.

ASE,

Schedules of class changes are posted on campus,

Band cancels campus performance The rock band Alter Ego canceled a performance planned for

Friday, April 15, in the BCC cafeteria to benefit Special Services.

Robin Cawley, Alter Ego’s business manager, said the band canceled its performance when it was informed by Student Activities
that it would be expected to pay for security and for the two faculty
members required at such a function.
A $1 donation to benefit BCC’s Special Services was going to be
asked for at the door.
:

Early registration begins for fall
Early registration for returning students for the fall semester
will be
held
on
April
25-26.
Entering
student
advisement registration will be held on April 30, May 14, and
throughout the summer.
:
For information, contact the Liberal and General Studies
Department, 771-5021.
oe

Program promotes health awareness
BCC’s Health Fest ’88 will be held on Fri., April 29, in the Student
Center from 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Area agencies and services dealing
with all aspects of health will be on hand with videos, quizzes and
information. There will also be shows, refreshments, balloons and
prizes.
:
For details, call the Student Health Service at 771-5181

Softball marathon aids cancer fight
The SUNY

Binghamton Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon is

conducting a 24-hour softball marathon to benefit of the Broome

County Unit of the American Cancer Society. The marathon will be
Friday, April 29 through Saturday, April 30, starting at 5 p.m. at the
C.F.J. Field on Lester Avenue in Johnson City.
;
- Participants will play a continuous 24-hour softball game with all
proceeds going to theAmerican Cancer Society.
:
For more information, contact Josh Stern, 777-4200, or the
Broome County Unit Office, 722-6471.
:

Onondaga seeking deputy applicants

College students interested in a career in law enforcement can
apply to become an Onondaga County Sheriff's deputy. A carrer as
a road patrol deputy in Onondaga County offers a starting salary of
§,320.

All New York State residents between the ages of 19 and 35 who
hold a high school diploima and a valid driver’s license are eligible
to take the Civil Service test that will be given on July 9. The test
will be offered in several areas throughout the state.

_

and minority applicants.

Lo

The Onondaga County Sheriff's Department, which now has
about 500 members, is particularly interested in attracting female
For more information, contact the personnel office of the
department at 315-425-3025.

Boston jazz band to give performance

Friday, April 22
—Men’s
varsity

tennis

at

Hudson Valley Comm. College,
3 p.m.
—Paradise City Jazz Band, free
concert, 3 - 4 p.m., BCC
cafeteria
—Men’s

varsity

baseball

at

Jefferson Community College, 1
p.m.
—Women’s varsity softball at
Cazenovia College, 2 p.m.
—Men’s
varsity tennis at
Adirondack
Community
College, 11 a.m.
—Varsity golf at Jefferson
Community College, noon.
Sunday, April 24
—Film: “‘Shivers,’”’ sponsored
by Harpur Film Society, Lecture Hall 1, 7:30 p.m., $2.
Monday, April 25

New York State is offering
Regents Health Care and
Professional
Opportunity
Scholarships
for students
enrolled in a number
of
programs.

Scholarships
will
be
distributed to students working
toward degrees in the following
areas:
accountancy (baccalaureate),
architecture
(baccalaureate or master’s),
chiropractic (doctorate), dental
hygiene
(associate),
engineering
(baccalaureate),
law (J.D.), nursing
(baccalaureate
or
post-

baccalaureate),
occupational
therapy assistant (assoicate),
ophthalmic’
dispensing
(associate),
Optometry

(doctorate),

The Broome County Unit of the American Cancer Society hopes
to reach women throughout the county with a lifesaving message
about mammography in the early detection of breast cancer during

ae of this campaign, more than 3,500 trained ACS volunteers
will go door-to-door distributing folders including ACS erie
for breast health and important steps for a woman to follow to
:
a
preventbreastcancer.

For more information er to volunteer help for this yea

crusade, contact the Broome County Unit of the American
Cancer |
a

Society at 722-6471.

ZF

Editor sought for fallsemester —

Interviews foreditor ofThe Fulerum forthefall1988 semester

will be held on Wednesday, May 4, at 10 a.m. in The Fulcrum office,

located inthe Union.
The poet

ee

editor will receive a
The newter.
semes

in the student

er in a eit
jourcareer

‘ees

—Varsity golf at
Valley Community

for

vs.

Mohawk
College,

Wednesday, April 27
—Film:
‘‘The Cranes are
Flying,’’ sponsored by Harpur
Film Society, Lecture Hall 1,
7:30 p.m., $1.75.

—Women’s varsity softball vs.
Cortland College, Home, 3 p.m.
—Men’s>
varsity tennis at

The

Marriage

of

Bette and Boo, Cider Mill
pride: 8:15 p.m. All seats

Saturday, April 30
—Entering student advisementregistration.
—Men’s varsity baseball at
Hilbert College, 1 p.m.
—Women’s varsity softball at
Erie Community College, 2 p.m.
—Men’s
varsity tennis at
Cobleskill Community College,
1 p.m.
—Varsity
golf at Cayuga
Community College, 11 a.m.

—Theater:

The

Bette

Boo,

and

eves

Marriage
Cider

of
Mill

8:15 p.m. All seats

Keystone Jr. College, 3 p.m.

Thursday, April 28
—Theater: The Marriage of
Bette and Boo, Cider Mill
Playhouse, 8:15 p.m. General
public $9, students and seni or

citizens $8.50.
—Men’s varsity

Lackawanna
home, 1 p.m.

Jr.

baseball

vs.

College

at

pharmacy
(baccalaureate),
physical therapist assistant

(associate), physical therapy
(baccalaureate or master’s),
and
veterinary
medicine
(doctorate).
The awards can only be used

for study at the degree levels
indicated
in
parenthesis.
Awards can range from $1,000
to $10,000 a year depending on
the course of study. Candidates
must have been New York State
residents for one year prior to
September 1-of the academic
year of the award.
To receive an award, health
care scholarship recipients
must agree to practice in an
area or a facility within New
York State designated by the
Regents as having a shortage of

By MARY C. LIGOURI,
RNC, MA, ANP

If you have an item you would
like included in Short Takes or
send
Christine Derzanovich,
activities editor, at The Fulcrum
in the Union. The deadline for
the next issue is March 17,

physicians

or

dentists.

Professional
opportunity
scholarship recipients must
agree to practice in their chosen
profession in New York.
For all scholarship

holders,

the period of service is 12
for each
annual
months
payment

received;

however,

health care scholarship holders
are required to serve at least 24
months, regardless of the
number of annual payments
received.
Students must apply before
June 3, 1988. For a complete list
of eligibility requirements and
applications, call the Bureau of
Higher
and _ Professional

Educational

Testing,

Cultural

Education Center, Albany, NY

12230; or call 518-474-6394.

spread of AIDS can and must be
stopped.

In addition, knowledge about

and
SHARON ZEMBECK, RN

American Institute offers scholarship

ACS crusade theme is breast cancer ©

—Theater:

How savvy are you about AIDS?

3. Observation
of immunodeficiency
either
by
symptoms or by laboratory
tests only.
4. None of the above.
2. Of the following groups,

For a list of eligibility requirements and applications, stop by the
.
Financial Aid Office.

Friday, April 29
—Health Fest ’88, Student
Center, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

scholarships offered for selected fields

1. The diagnosis of AIDS is
made by:
1. Aculture of the HIV virus
only.

must be located within the boundaries of the local ACI-CNY

—Early
registration
returning students.
—Men’s varsity baseball
Delhi Tech, home, 2 p.m.
noon.

Saturday, April 23

On Saturday, April 23, the Paradise City Jazz Band, a Dixieland
jazz band from Boston, will perform a free concert at BCC, from 34:30 p.m. in the cafeteria. The group will also appear at The Music
Box inJohnson City that evening, from 5:30-8:30 p.m.
For details, see Michael Kinney, music department chairman, or
call 771-5323.

The Central New York Chapter of the American Institute will
award a $750 scholarship to a student pursuing a BS or AAS degree
in the field of civil engineering ortechnology. Students must have a
minimum grade point average of 2.5 and the college or the student

for

—Men’s varsity tennis vs.
Mohawk Valley Community
College, Home, 4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 26

Commisioner will be speaking on the AIDS epidemic and the need _

~ education to reduce the fear and prejudice associated with this _

—Early
registration
returning students.

2. A positive ELISA

test

only.

which is at the greatest risk for
contracting AIDS?
1. Hemophiliacs
2. Homosexuals
IV drug abusers
3. Of the following groups,
which is experiencing the
greatest increase of contracting
AIDS?
1. Homosexuals
2. Women
3. Children
4. AIDS incubation time:
1. Occurs between time of
infection and positive HIV test.
2. May be up to 15 years.
3. Probably less than one
year.
Find out the answers to these
questions and more by attending today’s convocation
when Lorna Scott McBarnette,
Executive

Deputy

Com-

missioner for New York State
will be speaking on the topic

‘‘Management

of the AIDS

Epidemic.”
The convocation will be held
in the gymnasium at 11 a.m.
and just prior to the convocation

(approximately 10:30 a.m.) a

balloon launch commemorating
those who have lost their lives to

AIDS will take place on the
Student Center Patio. The
convocation is sponsored by the
Program Board.
Public education is the major
weapon in combatting the
spread of AIDS. Because there
is no vaccine against this deadly
disease, changes in individual
attitudes and behavior are the
only

way

to

slow

the

how the virus is transmitted can
curtail discrimination against
people with AIDS who might be
encountered
in schools, the
workplace, and other social
settings.

ANSWERS:

4 3 2 2.

tran-

smission of AIDS.
Dr. C. Everett Koop, Surgeon
General of the United States,
has stated. “It is the responsibility of every

informed

about

citizen to be

AIDS

and to

exercise
the
appropriate
preventative measures .... The

KATHY'S
TYPING
SERVICE
648-6707

Mon.-Fri.

8am-8

pm

Term
Papers,
Resumes,
Letters,
Manuscripts

263 Main Street

Johnson City, N. Y. 13790
(807) 797-9111

CATO
Science Fiction
Mysteries

Do YOU want to bea

PPR

EEA Gill sieakee

All the information you need to
guide you thru the testing process,
gathered and written by a retired Fire
Captain in charge of recruitment.
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope TODAY to:

1st Alarm, P.O. Box 16022
San Diego, CA 92116

Complete

Line of

Marvel & DC Comics

Over

10,000

Back

Issue Comics
Southern Tler
Wargamming Hdatrs.
Complete Line of
Dungeons & Dragons
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BCC

off ers Russian
She said that people would possibly be

By CHRISTINE DERZANOVICH
BCC

is broadening

its horizons

to

study the language and lifestyle of the
Russian people. A new course, called
Russian 101, is being added to the list of
language courses offered at BCC. The
course begins in the fall semester and
will be taught by Victoria Belenkaya,
professor of English
Belenkaya,
a native speaker of
Russian, was born and raised in
Moscow. “‘I think one important aspect

of this course is that it is being taught
by a native speaker,”’ Belenkaya said.

able to get a better understanding of the
language since she was raised in the
Soviet Union.

This is the first time Russian has
been included in the list of language

courses, but it will include much more
than vocabulary and grammar. The
main objective of the course is to give
students a better understanding of the
Soviet people. ‘‘This course will introduce people to the culture of the
Soviet Union by using language as a
vehicle,’’ Belenkaya said.

The course has an added objective,
according to Belenkaya, and that is to

3

101 this fall |

lessen the fear and doubt that many
people feel toward the Soviet Union.
“Many people think that if you go to the
Soviet Union, you are constantly
watched,” Belenkaya said. “It is time
for us to learn something about the
Soviet Union.”
With the Summit between Reagan
and Gorbachev coming up in May,
Belenkaya hopes this course will help
people understand what actually goes
on at the meeting. ‘‘We know very little

Also for the first time, there will be a
six-week, summer student transfer

between Binghamton and its Russian
sister city, Borovichy. “Students are
now able to expand their horizons as
exchanges broaden,” Belenkaya said.
The
course
will give students
knowledge

of the Russian

language,

history, and economy but will also
educate them about the people and
culture of the Soviet Union. The course
will be held Mondays,
Tuesdays,
Wednesday,s and Fridays from 1 - 1:50
p.m. and is a four -credit course. For
more information, call the BCC division
of liberal arts, 771-5012.

about the Russians,’’ Belenkaya said.

“We must know the people of the
country before we can hope to improve
our relationships with them.”

BC Transit fo shuttle BCC
students To spring picnic
By LOUIS D’AMELIA

requests that the names of team
members and the team be given to the

‘ The SGA is organizing a student
olympics
for Tuesday,
April 26.
Newsletters: will be sent to every
student
giving the necessary
information they need to get involved.
The olympics will be held in the Quad
or center of campus. Teams of four with
a oth man ready will be the only teams
allowed for competition. No individual
events will be held.
The games start at 11 a.m. and will
end at 3 p.m. There is no fee and all are
welcome.
Before the games begin the SGA

Former editor
gives tips on
finding the right job

Williams,

Theatre

a former

on
editor

WANTED

13.

of OMNI

that “‘turns you on.’”’ He also said that

when students are looking for a job,
they usually look for the biggest salary
first, which, according to Williams,

should not be the most important
criteria in job-seeking.
Williams
also
presented
some
statistics showing where the population
stands, as far as employment goes.

3. Don’t think that a job’s salary is the
most important criteria in job-seeking.
Even if a job pays really well, that
certain job might not be as interesting
as you would like to think.

includes

all the

your
your

basic

in-

formation needed, such as past jobs and

employers,

references,

citizen group We're now ex
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available, etc.
5. Before any interview, think about

what your goals are. Make sure that the
job you’re being interviewed for is the
one you want to stick to. If you’re not
sure, you may regret it later on.

6. Be prepared to ask important
questions. As stated in No. 3, make sure
that the first question you ask is not

about the salary; that should be asked
at the end of the interview. A good
example of a good job question might

By LIONEL LENOX

Editor
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Some of the more important steps in
finding the right job include: “remain
flexible; ‘stay out of a rut’,” ‘(figure
out) how you will meet your life goals,”’
and “get back to your basic creativity
as a human being.”
Near the end of the hour-long
program, Williams gave the audience
nine ideas for searching for the right
careers. They are as follows:
1. Spend more time thinking about
how to think, speak, act toward others,
etc. Organize your appearance and
attitudes.
2. Be ready to accept jobs outside
your “‘field.’’ You may find that taking
a job for something other than what is
in your ‘field’? may help you decide
what you really want out of life.

4. Tailor your resume for
specific employer. Make sure

Fulbright Scholar Gladys Pineda
contributed to problems in Central

hg

and protect our drinking

ee
HELP

April

=

Economics is the key to

ACTION FOR
A CHARGE

Don't just watch the news

on T.V. make tt happen with
CoPIRG. the state's largest
pending out tegrsiatrre cam

NTED

magazine and former writer for several
publications such as Smithsonian,
Reader’s Digest, Popular Mechanics
and Redbook offered tips in finding the
right job suited for you.
The first step in career planning is to
find out what you love to do, something

resume

be $1.

HELP

Gurney Williams III presented a
program on future job planning at the

Little

Also the spring picnic will be held in
Pines field at State Park on April 29,
from noon to 6 p.m. There will be no
cost to any student with a BCCI.D.
Children under 12 will be admitted
free but anyone 12 or older must pay $7.
Two bands will be playing and Zopps
catering will supply the food. A BC
Transit bus shuttle will arrive on the
hour every hour to provide transportation. The fee for a round trip will

d

By PETER HUNSINGER

BCC

SGA.

a/Or fecording act:

Show in Dens

Contradictions in U.S. foreign policy
in Central America are in part the

cause of some of the conflict in the
region, according to Honduran native
Gladys Pineda.
Pineda is a Fulbright Scholar who
will spend April working on an internship at Broome. She came to the
United States two years ago on a Latin
American Scholarship for Professors in
American
Universities
(LASPAU)
which are given to Latin American
professors to pursue master’s degrees

in the United States.
Pineda received her master’s from
Ohio State University and will return to
Honduras April 28.
While
Pineda
was
unwilling - to
discuss developments
in her own
country, she would talk about the
region, particularly Nicaragua.
“What I see is a contradiction in U.S.

policy because (before the Sandinistas
came
to power)
there
was
no
democracy in Nicaragua,” she said.
“In general, before Ortega, the U.S.
supported Somosa, and he was a dic-

be: “Where is this company going?” or
“What future does this company hold?”
7. With any job you hold, learn to
control
stress.
Heavy
pressure,
whether job-related or home-related,
may lead to a high stress rate, which
can effect a person’s performance at
work. Try to calm yourself in a
stressful situation; close your eyes and

count to ten, if it helps.
8. Learn to handle information. If you
are given information to remember, try
to organize it first so it will be easier for
you to memorize. Then when you are
asked state out information, it will be
easy for you.
9. If you fail at your job, always try
again. There’s nothing worse than a
person who decides to give up after
having a bad job experience. There are

other jobs out there just waiting to be

taken, but don’t feel that one bad ex-

perience will affect your ability to find
another job.

tator.”’
Pineda said a major cause of the
problem is the confusion over the
meaning of the word — communism.
Pineda said those who care about the
problems of the poor livng under impoverished conditions are often labeled
Communists.
Pineda said there isn’t a true communist state in the world today.
“Russia is mainly a capitalistic
system controlled by the state,” she
said.
“They
look
for economic
development just like the U.S. The only

difference is that everything in Russia
is controlled by the state instead of by
art pe corporations like in the
“The Sandinistas are viewed as a
pro-communist government by the
U.S., but even in Russia communism
doesn’t exist and the Russians are
moving towards democracy. I think to
be communist Nicaragua would first
have to be capitalist, because you
cannot redistribute poverty.”
Pineda said the problems in Central
America are not problems caused by
ideologies but rather economics.
“Talking about ideologies isn’t the
problem,’”’

she

said.

‘This

is

an

economic war. The people in: Central
America are not fighting over the
ideologies. They are fighting because
the conditions are so bad; they want to

change these conditions.”
As for the military buildup going on in
Nicaragua and the perceived threat to
other Central American
countries
because of that buildup, Pineda said
this is only a way for the Sandinistas to
turn attention away from Nicaragua’s
internal problems.
“It seems that many governments
including Central American governments use (military) threat to focus
away from their internal problems, she

said. “I feel we are living in the 20th
century and theré aren’t any more
countries to conquer.”
She said such aggression was the
policy of past centuries. ‘I think it
would be foolish to think one Central
American
country
can
conquer
another,”’ she said.
Pineda
said the Arias
Central
America peace plan is a step in the

right direction

for peace

in Central

America, but she said more will have to

be done before true peace is achieved in
the troubled region.
in
think
everybody
wants
peace....But you will not have peace by
only signing a paper. Peace comes
when there are solutions for poverty.
Instead of spending money on weapons,
the money should be invested in
education, health care, jobs, and food

for the needy. This is how you achieve
peace.”
Pineda said the problems come when
those who care about those in poverty
are called Communists.
“Are Communists the only ones who
care about the poor conditions in the
world?” she said. “I think not. There
are many people in this country who
care and they are not Communists.
They are citizens of the United States.”
Pineda said she believes better
relations between the United States and
Nicaragua can be reached through
respect and better communications.
“T think they (the United States and
Nicaragua) should start having respect
for each other as the governments

representing each people.
“Tf we are able to put a man on the
moon I think we are able to talk and
solve our problems. Otherwise we
might as well be still living in the stone
age, where problems were solved by
fighting.”’
As for U.S. policy in the region,
Pineda said, ‘‘the U.S. shouldn’t sup-

port

oppressors

and

dictators, ° but

rather statesmen who want to change

things

to

help

people

democratic societies.”’
_

and

build
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offers adventure
companion course called ‘‘snorkeling”’

By LIONEL LENOX

Editor

BCC is offering a surnmer course that
is guaranteed to add action and adventure to your life, and at the same

time teach you strange things in far
away
places through
hands-onexperience.
The course is Tropical Ecology and
the classroom is the Outback, Rainforest, and Great Barrier Reef
Ecosystems of Northern Australia’s
Queensland section.
It is a four-credit science course
intended as an elective for non-science
students who have a keen interest in
wildlife, nature and the outdoors.
Undergraduates,

graduates,

and post

graduate science majors are also
welcome to apply.
A one-credit physical education

is also available as a credit option to
complement
the
swimming
requirement of the course.
The course instructors are Elliott
Reitz, professor of Biology, and
Richard

Firenze,

chairperson

of

Biology and Science. The course’s two
Australian associates and hosts, David
and Kerstein
Thomae,
are _ internationally noted naturalists and
educators with considerable experience
in tropical ecology.
Firenze and Reitz have 16 years
experience in tropical ecology between
them. Firenze has taught Everglades
Ecology in Florida for the past eight
years. Reitz has taught tropical ecology

in the Caribbean
years.

for the past eight

Firenze said the course will be
demanding but it has its lighter side

Xylene

in Australia

too: like white-water

rafting and a

three-day stay on a 150-foot yacht while

pala oi and diving off Great Barrier
eef.
:
Tropical Ecology is a 28-day course.
Students will leave Binghamton July 16
and return August 12. The course costs

$2,594, plus tuition.
Firenze said he realizes

the

cost

sounds high but he stressed the course’s
uniqueness. He said the cost of the
course is half of what it would cost if
offered by a profit organization.
said the cost includes most

Firenze
meals.

—

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES PROGRAM
FOCUS ON:
A SEMESTER IN IRELAND
WHERE:
St. Patrick's College, founded in 1795, is situated in a scenic and
historic area of Ireland, Maywooth, in County Kildure, is located fifteen miles

from the Dublin City Center. It should be noted that Maywooth and Dublin are
located in Ireland and not Northern Ireland which is a separate Country.
PROGRAM:
Programs of study are offered in Liberal Arts and Sciences and in Irish
Studies. Students choose from at least two of the following: The Northern
Ireland Crisis; The Social Structure of Modern Ireland, and Anglo-Irish
Literature. Students select their remaining courses from the general curriculum of
St. Patricks College.

HOUSING AND MEALS:
Students will be housed with Irish families in the Maywooth area. In

(from page 1)

sensitize and develop the printed circuit
board in the darkroom without ventilation. Already, we have had several
students complaining and only two
boards have been sensitized.

most instances there will be two students in each home. Homestay includes two
meals daily (breakfast and supper) seven days per week. In special circumstances
alternative housing arrangements may be possible.

“The
current situation, by any
evaluation, poses and immediate health
hazard to all persons using the Design &

Program costs are $3170 per semester. This includes BCC tuition,
housing and board, instruction and administrative costs in Ireland, program

COSTS:

related field trips, Internaitonal student I.D. and more.
All financial aid, Veterans benefits, and student loans are applicable to

Fab Lab, not just the darkroom.”
Dixon said he has been trying to get
the administration to correct the
problem since last fall and estimated

the program.
For more information and application procedures stop by or call:

Michael Kuryla
771-5078
Mech, 222

that it would cost about $5,000. He said
this is just one of many problems that
have not been corrected in the new

building.
“There should have been some action
taken a month ago,” Dixon said.
“There should have been some action
taken a whole year ago.”
Randy Shoultes, EET ’89, is among
the students who have complained to
Dixon. Shoultes said he received
headaches and a sore throat when he
sprayed his board.
Shoultes works at IBM Owego and
said he is familiar with safe methods
for handling chemicals like xylene.
Although students are made aware of

si

eebE

saftey rules and told to use gloves,
Shoultes says students are lax in

following the rules.
In an effort to minimize students’
exposure to the fumes, Browne sprayed
boards several times at night. He
initially did the spraying on the roof,
but moved inside to a room adjacent to
the design lab and worked in the dark.
Browne refuses to go into the darkroom
while students are spraying, and says
he gets headaches from the fumes.
He said students are doing a lot of
spraying now in an effort to finish their
projects for the semester.
The fumes are blown out into the
atrium by a large fan with no back
panel. Students must step over the cord
to get in and out of the darkroom.
“J think our system is a make-do
temporary
arrangement,’
Browne
said. “It is neither convenient, nor

i

Student
Randy
Shoultes’
experienced headaches

has

particularly safe. But we are coping;
the students are learning:”’
It is unclear whether an exhaust
system was included or needed when
the building was designed. At that time,
the department used a different process
involving
presensitized
boards
eliminating the -need for spraying.
Although the xylene bath was used, the
need for a fan was not as critical. The
process
was.
changed
because
presensitized boards are not readily
available.
The course will not be offered again
until the spring of 1989.

..
At SUNY College at Brockport.
of your

You'll earn full transfer credit with completion
associate’s degree. That means 60-64 credits toward your
bachelor’s degree requirements.

We offer transfers...

RDS REVIEW
BOA
NCLEX PREPARATION FOR
- ” PEOPLE WHO CARE!

e Fall or spring admission
(except in nursing, which is fall only)
e Guaranteed on-campus housing fall or spring
"
(and a special transfer residence hall program)
e Affordable tuition and fees with financial aid opportunities
nt,
e Small classes, career planning, pre-semester adviseme
-

40 Hours of Live Instruction
Over 1000 Practice Questions
Expert Nursing Faculty
Our course
is based on
the new
NCLEX
nursin.
model.

‘400-Page Study Outline

and much more.

When you're ready to transfer...
Take a closer look at today's

Open 7 Days a Week
Money-Back Guarantee

We're “On Call” Days, Evenings&Weekends

797-2302

For a copy of our transfer brochure, contact
(716) 395-2751
Admissions Office
or
SUNY College at Brockport

Brockport, NY 14420

(800) 521-0092
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Trivia
1. Who wrote the book “‘To Kill A Mockingbird”?
2. Who wrote the play “‘Othello”’?

3. Who wrote the book “The Canterbury Tales”? —

®

Features —

4. What band is Alan White the drummer for?
5. Who plays Pee Wee Herman?

6. Who is the bassist for Led Zeppelin?
7. Name the only western rock band to play in China?
8. What is Bo Derek’s real name?
9. Who is the lead singer for Def Leopard?
10. Who is the bassist for the Rolling Stones?

See answers,

page
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Film critic takes
-on home video
By PETER HUNSINGER

_ Ladies, gentlemen, and children of all |
ages, welcome to The Critie’s Corner! —

This column focuses mostly on recent
films
that
are
available
on
videocassette. Ratings go from four
Stars (meaning the film was very good)
to one star (meaning the film should be
shredded and would make good fertilizer). And now, let the criticizing
:

ant
gin!

ROBOCOP

(R) «x»

(Good) Peter

Weller stars as a cop who is seriously
wounded by some nasty thugs, and left
for dead. Thanks to a robotics program
he is reconstructed into Robocop,

whose job is to wipe out the bad guys.

This film is a good blend of action and
comedy,rolledintoone.
:

PREDATOR (R) * x * (Good) This

Linda

action-packed
fi
stars
Arnold
Scharzenegger (whose name is getting
easier to say, but harder to spell) as a

an

employee

of Guys

Are you ready for summer? To hit the

good)
Dum-de-dum-dum-dum. The
“movie review you are toread is real.

.

None of the names have been changed

beaches and work on that golden tan?
Well, you could get a head start on that
tan and be the envy of all those who
wait for sunny skies! Tanning salons
are the answer!
Guys and Gals Hair House is one of
the local beauty salons that offer
tanning services. Linda Thomas an
employee of Guys and Gals, enjoys
tanning because “‘it keeps up my tan
after vacation.”
:

to protect the innocent. Dan Aykroyd
and Tom Hanks star in this semiremake of the original Dragnet. You
couldn’t tell by seeing this. The
vulgarity, brief nudity, and violence
bogs the film down considerably, with
only Hanks’ and Aykroyd’s deliriously
funny Joe Friday imitation to save the
day. And that’s just the facts, ma’am.
HELLRAISER (R) «x*1/2 Awfully
strange movie that should appeal to the
Nightmare On Elm Street crowd.
Magic boxes, a possessed housewife
and a recomposing dead brother make
up most of the film. The special effects

Guys and Gals offers regular tanning
beds and low rates. The cost is about $30
for 3 months and $15 for one month,

Thomas said. The amount of time it
takes to tan varies from person to
person. At first you come every day,
then every other day.
The pigment of an individual’s skin is
the determining factor as to how long
the tanning process takes, Thomas
says.

are interesting, but the plot gets lost in
the blood and gore somewhere. What
really makes this film fun to watch is _
the Watch-n-Wear segment at the end,
where
people can
actually
buy

There are certain medications

Now

shouldn’t

THAT'S funny.

be

taking

while

you

tanning,

Thomas says. “I don’t think there are

HOWLING III (PG-13) «* (Fair)
This second sequel to Joe Dante’s The

any dangers as long as protective
goggles are worn,” she said. “If you
have light skin you just have to watch
your time.”’
“T have an oily complexion and it

Howling is much, MUCH better than
Part 2, but it’s still pretty ridiculous. A
lady werewolf escapes from her tribe.

She then meets
up with and falls in love
with a would-be producer. They make |

dries out,’”’ Thomas says.

love, she has a little werewolf via an

almost explicit (but obviously fake)
an scene, and the guy doesn’t mind it
a
bit
.

Hair Salon,

By KAREN L. SCHULDT

DRAGNET (PG-13) « +1/2 (Fair to |

memorabilia.

Dolls

dem onstrates

how tanning

booths

Pro: Tanning salons offer chance to tan indoors

| action is fast, and the special effects

“Hellraiser”

and

protective eye gear during sessions.

Bring the sun indoors

commando who, along with other
commandos, were supposed to perform
a routine rescue mission, but wind up
battling an invisible creature. The

| won an Oscar nomination, but this film
could’ve toned the violence down a
-dittle. —

Thompson,

work. Clients wear

Thompson
relaxes
tanning
session.
photos)

after

(Jim

another

Pittsley

Guys and Gals is located on Castle
Creek Road and is open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Tanfastic is a suntan center that
offers high-speed facial tanning beds,
according to Daron Janicki, manager

of the salon.
The high speed facial tanning beds
-have higher wattage for the face,
Janicki said. The high speed beds are

made up of all high speed facial bulbs,
and one session is equal to about 4
sessions of normal tanning.
The tanning bulbs filter out harmful
UVB (ultraviolet) rays and this is safer
than the sun, which has both UVA and
UVB rays, she said. UVB causes
damage to the skin and dilates blood
vessels which is what makes your skin
red, Janicki said. Sunburn does not
occur with UVA rays, she said.
The only restrictions is the use of
antibiotics that cause sun-sensitivity,
she said, and protective goggles must
be worn.
It takes about 5-8 times to build a
good tan, and about twice a week to
maintain it, Janicki says.
“The high speed facials are important, as well as the low UVB.

The

hours we are open are also important,”
says Janicki. ‘“They come here because
of friendly people and they get a good
tan.’’

Janicki also said the bulbs themselves are important. “If they don’t
change the bulb, you don’t tan as
quickly,” she said. ‘It could take twice
as much time.”
The quality also matters, she said.
“That’s the most important thing.’
Tanfastic is located on Pennsylvania
Avenue in Binghamton and on the
George F. Highway in Endwell and is
open 6 a.m. to midnight.

Con: Tanni Ng booths can be h azardous
By BRENT M. SCHILLIWGER, M.D.

Dermatologist
The bold headline reads: “Got a
Minute? Get a Tan.” The smaller print

goes on to say that it’s one of the oldest

and safest facilities of its kind.
Such is a typical advertisement for
the current rage of salons promising a
golden tan. These popular tanning
parlors claim a single session will begin
to make you look healthy, feel healthy
and soften your skin so that it becomes
more “healthy.” But buyer beware. If
ever there was a time for an educated
consumer to read between the lines,
this is it.
Tanning salons first appeared
several decades ago. But you could
always tell a real tan from a fake one.

The old tanning booths used sun lamps

that

produced

ultraviolet

B

(UVB).

These usually produce more of a
sunburned appearance that doesn’t
look anything like spending a week in
the Caribbean. In the past decade these
tanning parlors have once again
become popular as new technology has
produced sunlamps that do give you a
natural looking tan. And the amount of
time you need to spend under the lights
is a fraction of the time it would take
sitting on the beach. .
So far, so good? No, not so good.
Dermatologists today agree that
sunbathing solely to work up a nice tan
is not healthy. The sun gives off
dangerous ultraviolet rays that can
lead to wrinkles, dry skin and skin
cancers. The indoor tanning machines
produce those same ultraviolet rays

and produce those same skin problems.
The people who work at the tanning
salons may tell you that their rays are
safer than the sun’s, but it just isn’t so.
Many of the newer tanning lamps
produce ultraviolet

A (UVA) light. UVA

does not in itself produce a burn. It does
produce a somewhat immediate
darkening of one’s pigment, resulting in
a tan. If that was all UVA did, there
would be no argument. But there is
more to the story.
Scientists have discovered that UVA

light penetrates much deeper into your
skin than UVB or burning rays. This
light can interfere with the body’s
immune system, leading to an increased chance of cancer internally as
well as on the skin. The effect is
cumulative; the more you use a tanning

salon the greater potential there is for
problems. Repeated exposure to UVA
from tanning lamps also makes your
skin more sensitive to the burning rays
of natural sunlight. For people on
certain medications UVA light can
produce serious rashes.
UVA light is also harmful to your
eyes. If protective goggles are not worn
in the tanning beds, you will burn the
cornea, which is very painful. Repeated
exposure can cause cataracts and even
damage to the retina.
Whether or not to patronize a tanning
salon is up to you. But it is important to

know

the risks.

Editor’s Note: The previous article
was supplied by the American
Academy of Dermatology, P.O. Box
3116, Evanston, IL 60204-3116
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are some of thebest vocalists in

.

“TockThey can also play some

are notasbigs tes:aren?

great

Lynn Coggins, 20, senior

Their music is simply for

the Policeare the best in

said sheio “Whatever Sting does I love,

likes dance music and an

sexy and creative” she said. “I
Ps Lee teccie aal e areae and rollin’ at parties.”
* current. “I love to dance and ‘that’s ; new ian stylesaswell
S Aidcbell Modonna:fs‘a joke
only| ~ Rick Frazier, 20, senior, ai Bet sith aaa out of my music,” she said.
didwith the Police.”
ae tia wide ee tone Ibehe early Pink Floyd and earl
~ “T eannot stand anythi: eee ey
Jeff Smith, 24, freshman, said
of time, while new bands like The
Sprisaeen are the music to
ae
hard. That bothers me. oe —
loves all the new heavy metal bands
_ Bodeans and Inxs are hot. :
albums are so far ahead of
Tom Stickley, 19, freshman,
such as Poison and Motley Crue.
These are just some of the artists everyone elses,’’ he said. “It is like Frank Zappa isthe best around. tele.
. music is kind ofcrazy and all it talk
names that were mentioned when BCC
stretching your ‘mind out as far asitcan
just
so
different
and
wacky,”
he
said.
ce is girls andI love girls,” f
students were asked on what types of
go. It’s just one great time.”’
“To me he is everything” there is in
He adds that music by Van
_ music they listen tooin an informal
Tom Chaddick 20, senior, said Led
music.”
_ Wasp has also been on
survey.
Zeppelin and Emerson, lake, and
Craig Rosen, 18, Gotu anid Led
lately.
- Arecent Rollit.g Stone article said the
Palmer are the all-time greatest
Zeppelin
is one of the best around, With
Red Lee, 19, freshman,
younger

generetion of listeners are
to sixties and early seventies
- rock and roll with Led Zeppelin and and

the Who being mentioned as the front
runners for favorite bands. The
ee ee oe
ene
Re

rockers around. Zeppelin is the combination
of great playing
and
songwriting, he said. “ELP is so advanced with all the great keyboard

work and bombastic effects,” he said,

“It’s great.”

Dennis Stein, 18, freshman, said the

Bree

s _ BoDeans and Tom Petty are his
and

favorite rockers. “They
are so cool and

_ hip,” he said.” I don’t know w:

_

Eric Clapton as one of his favorites.
“Slow Hand Clapton and Zeppelin, are
_allI need to rock,” he said.
-

Connie Mardin, 19,senior, said allshe
_ has time for is what is
i played onthe

|Grateful Dead will always besald
the rat
for him. “I am a deadhead
and p

it, they are thebatty =—

alltime,’” he sai
Di
radio. “Because of my demanding
th

: schedule I have time only toliste othe —
io, but I do like
som

hy they

Dungeonmaster picks best songs
This edition of the Dungeonmaster
deals with the best songs ever recorded.
Unlike previous dungeons where only
albums were profiled, the dungeonmaster this time looks at songs that

ores up the albums.
best song ever recorded is
“Badlands” by Bruce Springsteen. The
song is off his 1978 album, Darkness on
the Edge of Town. It is a straight ahead

rock and roll song about the struggle of
a working class man.
“Imagine” by John Lennon is a song
of world peace and unity. The song
starts

out

with

a

little

piano

in-

troduction that sets a very quiet mood.
This song is Lennon’s attempt to make
people visualize what it would be like if
we did not have anything. But above all
it is a song of peace, something that
Lennon believed in and it is a shame
that such a voice was so tragically
silenced.
Led Zeppelin in 1971 released a song
that would change music history. That
song was the epic ‘Stairway to

Heaven,” off the Zeppelin Four album.

But what makes this song so great is the
guitar work of Jimmy Page. He uses
the acoustic as well as the electric
guitar to perfection. The song starts off
slowly then picks up speed, due to the

great drumming of the late John
Bonham.
‘Stairway to Heaven’’
remains as powerful as it did when it
came out in 1971.

Dungeon
Master
No top 10 song list would be complete
without at least one entry from the
Rolling Stones. Their song ‘‘Satisfaction” remains their greatest hit as well
as one of rock’s finest songs. It shows
off their trademark dual guitars battling for space. The song also shows off
rock’s greatest vocalist Mick Jagger
and his immense talents. But above all
this song is about rebellion and at the
time it was released rock and roll was
considered very rebellious.
“The Weight” by the Band shows off
the talents of one of rock’s greatest
lyricist Robbie Robertson. Even though
he did not sing the song, Robertson
gave us a song about the frustrations of
the common man. The song is well sung
by the Band’s Levon Helm and Rick
Danko. This song is proof that the Band
should not just be remembered as Bob
Dylan’s backing band.
The group Procal Horum had only
one big hit in their career but it remains
one of rock’s greatest hits too. The song
is “‘Whiter Shade of Pale.’’ It combines
rock and classical music to create a
most distinct sound.

But above all this is a song about
pain and how we try to cope with it.
“Radar Love” by Golden Earring is a

song that propelled a little known Dutch
group into major superstars. The song
uses catchy pop lyrics and a long drawn
out instrumental to create a most interesting combination. The song has the
basic theme of a guy who misses his

girl. But what makes this song is fine
musicianship and great vocals.
“Won’t Get Fooled Again” by the
Who is one of the most innovative songs
of its time combining synthesizers and
basic rock and roll instruments to
create a most unique sound. The credit

for this belongs to the Who’s mastermind Pete Townsend.

The song is so

hard driven with great drumming by
the late Keith Moon. This song is also
about rebellion and conformity with
rebellion winning out in the end.
The song ‘Crossroads’ was written
by bluesman Robert Johnson in 1932
and remains a tribute to the blues. It
was recorded in 1968 by the group
Cream. Their version of the song is fast

paced and rocking with the great guitar
work of Eric Clapton.
The song “Comfortably Numb” by
Pink Floyd remains their most haunting work ever recorded. It uses an
orchestra to provide some chilling
sounds. It uses some strange lyrics to

Bruce
America's

Springsteen
greatest rocker

show the death of a person.

Kingdom Come a Led Zeppelin clone
By JOHN RECKHOW

Entertainment Editor
The self-titled debut album Kingdom
Come is one strange album. It has some
pretty good stuff, but then again some
of the material is a direct imitation of
Led Zeppelin.
This album could be grouped with
those bands who try to copy other bands
styles to achieve success. Kingdom
Come tries to copy Led Zeppelin, but
with mixed results. It is not wrong to
copy another’s

style as long as you

maintain
some
originality
and
Kingdom Come has some originality.
The album starts out with the song
“Livin’ Out of Touch.” It is a very fast-

two good guitarists. They pull out some
pretty good riffs from their weapon.

record. The song ‘“‘What Love Can Be,”

the antics of Robert Plant when he
sings Can’t these guys come with
something more original?
The two songs that are pretty good on
the album are ‘‘Hideaway”’ and ‘‘Now,
Forever, After.” These are just two
regular metal songs with not too much
thought.
But then after a mild relaxing period
we are hit with their putrid Zep
imitation. This is exemplified by the
song ‘‘Loving You,” a song that sounds
an awful lot like Zep’s classic song
“Thank You.’’ Maybe Kingdom Come

is a big reminder of the first Zeppelin
album. But by far the biggest Zeppelin
rip off is with the song “Get It On.”
Singer Lenny Wolf sounds and does all

thought ‘‘Loving You” would turn into

Drummer James Kottak is not all
that bad behind the skins and does a
credible job at playing them. His style
of drumming is that of late Zeppelin
drummer John Bonham.
The lyrics are not the best in the
world, but for metal they don’t have to

an instant classic.
The musicians actually do have some
talent. Danny Stagg and Rick Steire are

the listener who does not want to be
confused by the music.

is “‘Anything Goes,’”’ a sad song that
deserves to be destroyed.

The rhythm section of Duff McKagan
and Steven Adler is actually very good

paced song that is very easy to listen to.
It is not that bad of a song.
Starting with song number two on the
album, ‘Pushin’ Hard,” signs of the
mighty Zeppelin begin to appear on the
horizon. It starts off pretty simply. By
the middle it begins to sound like
Zeppelin. It is not a bad song, but they

sould leave the Zeppelin out and do
their own thing.

The next four songs on the album are
like listening to any Led Zeppelin

Bassist Johnny B. Frank actually is

allowed to play some pretty meatty
bass lines. He is the finest musician in
the band
bassists.

and

one

of metal’s

best.

be. Basic metal lyrics are designed for

Group's debut album has plenty of bite
By JOHN RECKHOW
Entertainment Editor

The debut album by the group Guns
and Roses, Appetite for Destruction, is

one of the most raunchy albums to
come out this year. It is straight ahead
heavy metal.
Guns and Roses has not yet sold out

its traditional raunchy metal for pop
metal. They are not glamorous; they
are just scummy. These people look as

though they have just come out of some
alleyway.
This group’s music can only be
Col
band,

to one other heavy metal
AC-DC, the fathers of traditional

metal. Guns and Roses are like ACDC’s oversize cousins. Their music is a
rude awakening for anyone expecting

peThealbus first song, “Welcome to
the Jungle,” is its first single as well. It
is rude and crude with no sense of
common
decency. It tells about
someone entering this jungle of a world
and falling down on their knees and
begging for survival. The song is so
stupid that the listener might laugh
after hearing it.
The songs are anything but spectacular especially the song, “Tt’s so
easy.” The song is a blatant attack on
the human race. The band tells the
world to screw off in this song which is
loaded with profanity.
Like other heavy metal bands, Guns

and Roses is also after the chicks,
especially on the second side of the
record. The song that
is the most sexual

But alas there is a song that is halfway good on this album and that is
“Nightrain.”’ It may be very raunchy
but it is tolerable. It is also the most
well written song on the album.
The vocals are provided by someone
named Axi Rose. They are nothing
more than screams and grunts. The
grunts and screams always sound

different from song to song. Maybe Axl

is the false name of some mystery
vocalist.
The guitar work on the album is not
all that bad. Lead guitarist Slash is
pretty creative using some obviouspy
difficult guitar riffs. Izzy Stradlin does
a credible job at handling rhythm

guitar.

with lots of bass and heavy drums being
heard throughout the songs. The most
dominant sound is the sound of Cymbals being clanked. These guys have

not been listening to modern music or
they would have heard that cymbals
are not used that much any more. Much
credit goes to these guys for using
them.
Though these guys are pretty sad
they were not made to be taken
seriously. These guys are just out to
make a buck and they do not hide the
fact. That is one point that can be taken
in their defense. They are nothing more
than a band to laugh at.
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ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
$4,000,000,000
FOR
COLLEGE
That's right!! There is over $4 BILLION available in private
scholarships, grants, and low interest loans every year. Much of it is not
even applied for. We can match you to some of the over 200,000 financial
aid sources available. Foir FREE information, write to:
NATIONAL COLLEGIATE SERVICES
130 ELAINE DRIVE CODE BCC

BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK 13905
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City, State, Zip

Sparks,
Oakley

Warren
photo).

Sparks,

Melinda

Baker

and

Frank

Gesepha

(David

southern tier concerts a
worthwhile time for all
pleasing

By TONY VILLECCO

Gary

Glaze

presented

a

recital of vocal chamber music. This
program presented a wide range of
composers and some very diverse
pieces. Claudio Monteverdi, Robert
Schumann, Benjamin Britten and
Dimitri Shostakovich were among the
composers represented.

Burgess possesses a lovely lyric
Soprano voice. She demonstrated articulate phrasing, strong technique
. ‘(particularly the breath control) and
floated some haunting pianissimos.
Likewise, Glaze sang in a warm

Keaton

tenor

voice,

and

On a different realm altogether, ‘The
Second Hand Dance Company’’ performed at Binghamton’s Art Theatre on
March 17-20. Three highly original and
creative individuals are the dancers
who performed a vast display of
movement and stances. Gregory
O’Brien, Paul Gordon and Andrew
Horowitz have devised some of the
most unique and intriguing dance
sequences on the current scene.

And finally, The Trial of Susan B.
Anthony was presented on campus
March 24, presented by the Program
Board. Four very talented actors from
the Philadelphia Theatre Caravan
presented a sketch in the life of Susan
B. Anthony, the famed suffragette who

The film, Pee-Wee’s Big Adventure,
was a modest box-office success, and

because of its bizarre nature (wouldn’t
you call a child-like adult named ‘PeeWee’ bizarre?), will probably become

somewhat of a cult classic.
Well, Mr Burton is back in the
director’s chair, this time with a

supernatural
comedy
called
Bettlejuice, a disjointed but occasionally
funny film that mixes outrageous, and
sometimes
tasteless
humor
with
perhaps some of the best special effects
ever put on screen.
The film stars Genna (The Fly) Davis
and Alec Baldwin as a happy couple
who, on their way back from picking up

some supplies, are killed in a car accident. They return to their home as
ghosts, and find out that their house has
been bought by a family whose
specialties are redecorating houses so
that they almost resemble something
out of the Addam’s Family rec room.
~The couple doesn’t approve, so they
unsuccessfully try to scare the family

away. In arvact of desperation, they call
on a ‘‘bioexorcist’’ called Betelguese
(pronounced ‘Bettlejuice’) to rid the
house of the ‘‘evil humans.”

idea
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led the fight for guaranteeing women
the right to vote.
Melinda Baker, Sendra Sparks,
Frank Giampa and War-Ren crisply

brought the saga of Susan B. to life.
This sketch not only underscored the
equality for women, but looked at the
entire human issue of individual rights
and expression, and what a tragedy and
travesty of justice to have these basic
rights taken away.

St. Bonaventure

University

saves horror spoof

When first-time director Tim Burton
released his first major motion picture,
the movie got rave reviews for its
stylish yet bizarre visual techniques.
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By PETER HUNSINGER

This

Ausiralia

smaller in size than Burgess, it was

This spring has witnessed an abundance of some very fine local concerts
and presentations. I would like to bring
to attention a few in particular. The
Chamber Series at Anderson Center is
evolving into one of the most popular
and artistically appealing local endeavors.
In concert there on March
19,
organist Paul Jordan performed J.S.
Bach’s epic work, ‘‘Art of the Fugue.”
The work is a culmination of the genius
of Bach, huge in scale and diverse in its
vari¢us fugues. So impressive was
Jordan’s playing, particularly the fact
he had committed the work to memory.
On March 23, soprano Mary Burgess
and.tenor

lyric

| Year: Check One __ Freshman __ Sophomore
Sm
Se
a

is

simply

The

Exorcist in reverse, and the execution
is handled exceptionally by the lead
characters. But it’s Betelguese himself
who steals the show.
Played wonderfully by Michael (Mr.
Mom) Keaton, he makes Betelguese the

weirdest, wackiest poltergeist to hit the
screen in many a full moon. The scenes

featuring Keaton are by far the best

parts of the film. Unfortunately, these
scenes, and some wonderful special

Offers Attractive
Opportunities For

effects, are the only things that keep

Beetlejuice from becoming a complete
bore.
Even though the ‘‘Exorcist’’ - rolereversal is a clever idea, it’s execution
needs more work. Some scenes are
funny
(sometimes
downright
hilarious), and other scenes seem to

drag on and on, until another funny
scene comes on.
Instead of giving us a spectacular
ghost comedy ala’ Ghostbusters, Mr.
Burton gives us a scattershot film that

starts off in fits and spurts before
finally coming to life, so to speak.
The main problem with this film is
that it takes too long to bring
Betelguese onto the screen. Spending
about an hour focusing on the deceased
couple’s dilemma’s may be fine and
good, but to the regular moviegoer, it
may be a bit too much.
.
It’s safe to say, though, that when
Betelguese DOES
come
onto the
screen, the film starts too roll. But by

that time, the film has already lost
enough steam to keep it from being a
really good film. But there is something
telike, even it does take a while to find
i
Bettlejuice is a nicely done, if not

perfectly executed comedy that should
satisfy the devil inside anybody who’s
willing the trip down below.
RATED
PG for profanity, adult
situations, and very goofy violence.

RATING: «1/2 (Fair to good)
RUNNING TIME: 1:40

TRANSFER
STUDENTS
* Special Transfer Scholarships and other
financial assistance
|

* Guaranteed on-campus housing
° Programs in Business Administration, Arts
and Sciences, and Education
° Personal counseling to assist in a smooth
transition

For more information on transferring to St. Bonaventure
University call the Admissions Office at 1-800-462-5050 in

New York State or 1-800-848-1181 outside of New York

State. If local, call 375-2400. Applications
accepted for the Fall 1988 semester.
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Gore: | can provide stable economics
By ERIC PINNEY
Presidential candidate U.S.
Sen. Albert Gore Jr. cited his
experience and his record in
government as well as outlined
several goals he wants to
achieve if he is elected the next
president before an audience of
more than 200 people at the
VFW
headquarters
in,
Binghamton last Friday.

Gore cited economic growth,
cutting the deficit and improving social programs as his

main goals
president.

if he is elected

Candidate Gore said that many
members of his family have
been helpful in his race for the
White House.
The elder Gore addressed a
meeting of the Association of
Retired
nesday.

Persons

last

Wed-

In his speech the 81-year-old
Gore said that he could think of

issues in the U.S. Congress.
The former senator said his
son has worked for the expansion of transplant facilities
as well as fought for new laws
requiring baby formulas to
meet
certain
government
standards before being put on
the market.
Gore, like his son, has served
in both houses of the U.S.
Congress. He served in the
House of Representatives from
1939 to 1951 and in the Senate
from 1953 to 1971. He now
practices law and is a very

nothing that could make a
parent prouder than campaigning for his or her son for
the presidency of the United
States. He also cited his son’s
experience in government and
said he was a leader in health

active campaigner for his son.

He said he could provide this
country with a more stable
economic program than the
Reagan-Bush progam that has
created the federal deficit we
now face. He also said he could
provide the leadership that
needed to make a strong
commitment to social programs
such as civil rights.
Gore, who is from Tennessee,
said the people he has met
throughout his campaign for the
presidency are worried about
the proliferation of nuclear
weapons. He said we can reduce
the number of nuclear weapons
that exist in this country and
still have a strong defense. This
can be done through verifiable
nuclear
arms
control
agreements, he said.

Gore has been endorsed by
several prominent Democrats
in the Broome County area,
including New York State
Assembly Majority Leader
James Tallon Jr. and Broome
County Democratic Chairman
Gerald Blasi. At Friday’s rally,
Tallon, who shared the podium,

4

cited’ Gore’s strong record on
health issues as a major reason
for his endorsement.
Gore’s stop in Broome County
came only two days after his

i

Sen. Albert Gore Jr. fields reporters’ questions
news conference in Binghamton last Friday.

Duke wins big at
mock convention

during

a

father, former U.S. Sen. Albert
Gore Sr., made a campaign stop

on behalf of his son’s campaign.

a8

oS.

AS

Be

Assemblyman James Tallon and
during news conference. Tallon
president. (Dale Ramey photo) )

Sen.
has

Albert Gore confer
endorsed
Gore for
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Jackson: Improve America by fighting

Lexington, VA. (CPS) —
Massachussetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis was nominated as the
Democratic
presidential

90-minute delay doesnt
dampen crowd's spirit

candidate, and Tennessee Sen.

Albert Gore will be his running
mate.

The
Democratic
national
convention won’t be held until

By LOUIS D’AMELIA III

July, of course, but if history
repeats itself, Dukakis will get
the nod. Dukakis, after all was
nominated as the presidential
| candidate at the Washington
and Lee
University
Mock

Jesse Jackson arrived at the

SUNY Binghamton West Gym
90 minuts late, but that seemed
to have little impact on the
enthusiastic
people.

Democratic Convention March
25 and 26.
The student-run convention
has a knack for picking win-

the

3200

Inside, Jackson was in top
form as he inspired the crowd

with his oratorical talents.
Following the speech Jackson

Convention treasurer Brad
Watkins, a Washington and Lee

attributes

of

Outside 50 or so demonstrators gathered protesting
Jackson’s
stand on_ Israel.
Before
the
speech
Mayor
Juanita
Crabb
presented
Jackson with the key to the city.

ners. Since its inception in 1908,
“delegates”
have
correctly
predicted the eventual nominee
for the party that’s out of the
White House 13 out of 18 times.
That run includes selecting 8 of
the last 9 candidates since 1948.

senior,

crowd

con-

vention’s success to its “‘emphasis on solid political
research.” —
;
;

As

one

side

cheered

anti-

Jackson
slogans, the other
listened to his message in
patient silence.

At one point in the program,
Jackson called to the stage
AIDS victim Jesse H. Uhler Jr.
Jackson, pushing for more

compassion for AIDS sufferers, :
clasped Uhler’s hands, and put

was to meet with supporters
who paid $50 each for the
privilege. But because of plane
delays in Albany that delayed

his hand on Uhler’s shoulder in
agesture of support.

Syracuse to meet a crowd of

his weakened immune system.
Uhler said that although the 3
hour outing exhausted him

his arrival he had to fly to

"More

order. Outside the gym before
the rally few organizers were
present, only newspeople and
students.
But despite a few heated
arguments and finger pointing,
both students for and against
Jackson displayed a civilized
manner of disagreement.

supporters there.
Outside in the bright, warm

sunshine,

mostly

50 or so students,

Jewish

demonstrated

against Jackson’s visit.

Uhler wore a surgical mask

at the rally to protect him from

infections that could penetrate

physically, it was worth the risk

to attend the rally and it made

him optimistic for the future.
It was worth the risk he could

pick

up

infection

from

the

Next to those were Jackson’s crowd, he said “I know that

Jesse Jackson, said

Jewish protesters voice thelr opinion of Jesse Jackson's
policitcs during Jackson's campaign stop at SUNY-B.

supporters,
separating
themselves physically and with
quiet defiance against the
protesters. The rally inside the
gym was in some respects not
as instructive as what happened
before the rally.
* The rally was organized and
structured with volunteers and
officials attempting to keep

thereis going to bea cure.”’

SPECIAL REPORT

THE

Editor

Democratic presidential front-runner Michael
Dukakis disproved claims that he is an
emotionless campaigner during a speech to a
crowd of more than 500 people at the Polish
Community Center April 15.
The Massachusetts governor responded to the
cheering crowd that greeted him with chants of
“We want Mike,” and “Duke, Duke, Duke...”

with a short, but stirring speech that brought
even more cheers as Dukakis attacked the
Reagan Administration for its Central American
policy, economic policy, and poor education
record.
Dukakis appeared to draw a burst of emotion
from his cousin, Olympia Dukakis, who won an
Oscar for best supporting actress for her role in
Moonstruck.
“T don’t have to tell you all that this has been
quite a week for the Dukakis clan,” he said. “It
was such a wonderful feeling on Monday, I
finally achieved a goal I’ve been seeking for a
long time, to be known as Olympia Dukakis’s
first cousin.”
“When that great cousin of mine raised that
Oscar — you remember? — she said, ’OK,
Michael, let’s go.’ She meant it.”’
From there Dukakis got going. He attacked the
Reagan
Administration
for dividing
and
polarizing the American people. ‘‘We’ve had an
administration for the past seven years that has
divided us, polarized us and torn us apart,” he
said. “‘That’s not the kind of political leadership I
believe in,”’
Dukakis then outlined a litany of what he sees
as faults of the Reagan administration. “You
know,” Dukakis told the crowd, “‘you don’t have

April 20, 1988

good on Tru man's

Dukakis: Make
’ By LIONEL M. LENOX

FULCRUM,

to be from Boston to want to say goodbye to
Ronald Reagan, or want to say goodbye to
George Bush, or to bid farewell to Edwin Meese.
“You don’t have to be from Philadelphia to
want an administration that respects the law and
respects the Constitiution. You don’t have to be

promise

“oes

i ie if nh,

‘el

x

*

x

x

from Miami to want a real war, not a phony war,

against drugs.
;
“Tet me tell you, we’re going to have a real
war against drugs beginning in January of 1989,
and we will not be doing business with drugrunning Panamanian dictators...
“You don’t have to be from New York City or
Chicago to believe it is time that we did
something about the 2.5 million homeless people
who are sleeping on the streets. It is no mystery
about why we have a homeless problem in this
country. We didn’t have a homeless problem
eight or nine years ago did we? We have cut back
under this administration by 90 percent our
commitment

to decent,

affordable

housing,”

Dukakis said.
Dukakis said his campaign is based on action
not rhetoric. “It’s about time we made good on
the promise Harry Truman made years ago:
Basic health insurance for every single family,”

he said. ‘‘Today there are 40 million working

Americans
surance.”

who cannot afford health care in-

Dukakis isn’t taking his lead in the polls lightly
either. He told his supporters, “I remember in
1978 I was 50 points ahead in the polls — and I
lost. It’s the voters, not the pollsters, who vote...I

don’t have to tell you how important this state is.
This is the Empire State, it is a big state with a
big delegation, and more than that, the eyes of
the country are on New York and will be on New
York this Tuesday.”

Dukakis' Southern Tier stop was a national and local
above the cvrowd at the Polish Community Center.

media

event.

WBNG's

Pat Zyga

stands

Mass. Gov. Michael Dukakis said the past week had been
good for the Dukakis clan after cousin Olympia won an
Oscar for best supporting actress. On stage with him
was
Edward Boncek, Johnson
City mayor and tocal
campaign manager.

drugs, reinvesting in education, raising wage
By ERIC PINNEY
Presidental candidate Rev. Jesse Jackson
outlined the goals that he hopes to acheive if he is
elected the next President in a speech given to
more than 3,000 people who packed SUNY
Binhamton’s West Gym last Wednesday.
Jackson said there is one fundamental issue
facing the next president as well as the
American people: to improve America. He said
this can be done by keeping drugs out of this
country and reinvesting in education. He also
said the minimum wage must be raised and
women must be guaranteed equal pay for equal
work.
In citing the well-known question ‘‘What does
Jesse want?’ Jackson said that he wants peace
in Central America and an all-out-war against
illegal drugs.
He also said that the minimum wage needs to
be raised to provide a better standard of living
for the citizens of the United States. He also
encouraged research on finding a cure to the
AIDS virus.
To underscore his concern about AIDS, he

called to the stage a local AIDS sufferer Jesse H.
Uhler. Uhler wore a mask to protect himself
from infection.
In reference to a statement by President
Reagan that the other candidates were afraid to
critize Jackson’s stand on the issues because
they might appear racist, Jackson said he would
like to challenge Reagan to a debate to ask him
about the failures of his administration: Jackson
denied the validity of Reagan’s statement.

Jackson

criticized

the

Reagan

1a

|
&

ad-

ministration’s lack of effort to prevent drugs
from entering this country as well as emphasized
that an all-out-effort must be by the next
president to stop the inflow of drugs to this
country.
Jackson

also said that more of the nation’s
budget should be dedicated to education and less
to the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
Jackson’s stop in Broome County was delayed
about 90 minutes because of plane trouble in
Albany. A VIP reception for supporters who paid
$50 was cancelled and Jackson had to leave for

another rally in Syracuse.
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Candidate Jackson makes. point about the need for compassion
Inviting AIDS sufferer Jesse Uhler Jr. to join him on stage.

towards

AIDS

victim

by

“Jackson gives the thumbs-up sign to the
people who attended the SUNY rally.

more

than

3,700
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“THE BOTTLE CAN WAIT”
WHAT DO YOU MEAN IM 4 MONTHS OLD
CANT WALK OR TALK AND IOWE TEN THOUSAND

=

LU

BARTENDER
OK, WHO'S GOING TO PAY FOR ALL YOUR CRAZY SPENDING?
GO VERNMENT :
PUT {T ON THEIA TAB.

DOLLARS. |

THOSE DIRTY DEFICITS
PE
WIAWAY
|
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atCC.
WOA_ FAT OF PEKING CHINA

DISCOVERS ANEW ROUTE TO

AMERICA AND OLDSMOBILES
A
pee.

6.0 0Z NET WT
SSUNDVALL "86"

Campus Exit 4 off Rt. 88. Turn
left, then left on to Pleasant Hill

CLASSIFIEDS
Roommate:

To

share

Road. 648-4979.

an

apartment through the summer. Rent due July 1, for this
first-floor, three bedroom apt.
on

Pierce

Ave.,

Endwell.

If

interested call 722-1781 from 6 - 8
p.m.

Scholarships are available!
Knowing where to find them is

the difficult part. Call College
Education. Services for help.
Toll free 1-800-872-1221 Ext.
6047.
WANTED:

Behind the Walls
seeking

Bodies Wanted: Spend a day
at Olympia Gym - see our free
pass in Sports section. The best
gym in town.
Horsebackriding. Trailrides,
hayrides. Individual or group
HILL
PLEASANT
rates.
STABLES
2 minutes from

No. 76B693, Attica Correctional
Facility, Box 149, Attica, New
York 14011-0149. Thanks.

Love, John

Hey, Gar, Love that do of yours.

Red,
are you going to get

done with that kinky tape? I
would really like to borrow it.
Signed
Pudge
Darryl
When are you going to put the

Write!!!
welcomed and answered. Write

Jr.,
To: Herbert B. B Roberson,

application in?

:

Went undercover in the girls’
locker room as a cheerleader.
Found it quite stimulating, but

didn’t really find any facts. I'll

Connie,
Happy 20th, sis..

When

Joe,

John

try the girls’ dorm next. You
can look in the Oyster Bar for
Pep
gays.
remember
anyone
Does
laughter?
I like to walk in the rain. Wa,
wa, wa.

om,
If I don’t get my own sauna
and a Mel Gibson-shaped,
vibrating bed, I will sue you for
$100,000. I’m an adult, not a
child. So, phooey on you.
Tiffany

Bogus one, where’s the party?
Get ready to rock.
Get ready to roll.
;
Cuz’ we’re going to turn up
the heat.
Cuz’ I’m a heatseeker.

Trivia answers
from page 5
1, Harper Lee

2. William Shakespeare
3. Geoffrey Chaucer
4. Yes
5. Paul Reubens
6. John Paul Jones
7.Wham
8. Cathleen Collins
9. Joe Ealiot

10. Bill Wynman
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Toxic chemicals unsafe
For several months, teachers and students have been com-

plaining about the poor ventilation in the darkroom of the Design
Fabric Lab in the new Applied Tech Building. Students are using a
chemical called xylene as part of their course and the fumes have
caused problems.
Professor David Browne said that ‘“‘several times the fumes were
so bad that he had to do his developing up on the roof of the Applied
Tech Building.” Browne has felt light-headed and sick to his
stomach, but that he hadn’t lost any time from work.

In order to remove these fumes from the darkroom the class has
a giant fan in the doorway and then the fumes are pulled out
into the hallways.
So far the administration has done nothing to correct the problem
or install the proper venilation system, estimated to cost $5,000.
The cost of tuition has risen this past year and there has been a
push to fix a lot of things on campus.
How long is the administration going to sit on its hands until the
time comes when one of these students gets real sick and decides to
sue the college?
The time has come to act now so that by next spring, when the
course is offered again, the problem will be solved.

Market in need of action
The_stock market’s volatility added a new chapter last Thursday when the Dow Jones average of 30 blue chip stocks fell 101.46
points to 2005.63 in reaction to reports of a widening in the trade
deficit and subsequent declines in the bond and foreign exchange
markets.
This report renewed concern that the dollar’s fall against foreign
currencies has failed to narrow the gap in the trade deficit, a
concern that contributed to the October crash of more than 500
points, according to John Cheevers, of Cheevers Hand & Angeline
stockbrokers in Endicott.
Stockbrokers agreed that the decline would have been worse if
new rules restricting program trading were not in effect. The rules,

designed to avert extreme selling, would halt volume computer
trading when the Dow average declines more than 50 points. Walter
D. Roberts, of Dean Witter stockbrokers in Binghamton,
estimated that without the new rules the market could have fallen
150 to 200 points. Gee, aren’t we lucky?
,
According to Avner Arbel, a finance professor at Cornell
University in Ithaca, the poor trade performance shows only a
temporary leg in the effect of the lower dollar. Arbel also says that
the economy as a whole remains strong enough to support current
stock prices. Arbel also said ‘‘The market has been...very sensitive
to bad news...I don’t see anything long-term negative in what
happened.”
Brokers expect the market to continue gradually downward in
the next few days, and that it could fall 35 to 40 points before firming up. Isn’t that a pleasant thought? The stock market will go

back up if it goes down a bit.

mn

Editor’s Note: This article
has been reproduced from The
School Press Review. It was

a.

precisely what will be lost by
censorship: stories about AIDS,
teen pregnancy, drug abuse,
divorce and other topics of vital
importance to today’s young
people that some school ad-

written by Mark Goodman,
lawyer and executive director

a The ‘eine

Press

Law

mter,
ed in W
D.C. It is the Benger 283,
organization
devoted
exclusively to protecting the
rights of America’s student
journalists.
The

Center

Student

Press

is appalled

ministrators would prefer to
ignore.
At those schools where
censorship
becomes _ the
practice, we can expect fewer
students interested in serving
on a student newspaper that is
only allowed to publish the
basketball game scores and

Law

by the

decision of the United States

Supreme Court in the case
Hazelwood School District v.
Kuhlmeier. The decision is
frightening in its implications
for the free expression rights of
high school students and could
pe eneaally. be a devastating
low to scholastic journalism.
Many fail to recognize that
student publications are almost
the only avenue young people
have today for expressing their
own unique views to a wide
audience. The Supreme Court
has given public school officials
the authority to cut off that
avenue at their whim.
The Student Press Law
Center does not believe that
every public high school in
America will begin to censor its

student publications as a result
of this decision. The fact
remains that every major
national organization of journalism educators in this country
on both the high school and
college level came
down
strongly in support of the
students in this case.
They have repeatedly said
that to teach good journalism a
school must allow for student

press freedom. Thus school
officials are confronted with a
choice. They must decide if they
want to teach quality journalism and respect for the
concept of a free press or if
they want to teach a much
different lesson.

Bagger

ZA interviews with homecoming

queen candidates. As a result,
|
ZAaxa

We believe that many schools
will continue their dedication to
good journalism education and
will not censor. The SPLC

maintains its long-held position
that censorship of student
publications
is
both
educationally unsound
morally offensive.
Nevertheless,

we

and

recognize

censorship has been a dramatic
problem at high schools across
the country for many years. In
1987 alone, the Student Press
Law Center received over 600

calls from student journalists
and their advisers asking for
our legal advice and assistance.
That
number
will
undoubtedly increase in the year
to come. Within hours of the
announcement of the Supreme
Court’s decision, the SPLC had
calls from high school students
and advisers who have been
censored by their school administrators as a direct result
of the Hazelwood decision.
Both a high school newspaper
in California and one in
Michigan were threatened with
censorship
on
Thursday
relating to their coverage of the
topic of AIDS after school of-

ficials learned the Supreme
Court had given them license to
censor.
These

incidents

point

out

fewer

students

that

attend

school in such an environment

will be interested in pursuing
journalism as a field of study in
college or as a career.
We can also expect
a
significant increase in the
number of} alternative or underground newspapers, which
are not affected by this decision
and
retain
broad
First
Amendment protection.
In a footnote to its majority
opinion, the Supreme Court said
it was not confronted with the
question of whether this same

. kind of censorship

would

be

permissible at a public college
or university. Thus, they held
that question to be answered in
the future. We believe that
college students have been
treated as adults by the Court in
the past and will not be subject
to the same limitations on their
rights allowed in the Hazelwood

case.
The best advice the SPLC can
give to high school journalists
and advisers at this point is not

to give up the battle. Don’t
begin censoring yourselves in
anticipation of ‘what might
happen. Continue to do your
best to produce quality, intelligent publications and to
educate
your
school
administration and community
about the importance of a free
student press.
’

Nothing to worry about, right? Something we can get through,
right? If we continue to give high hopes instead of taking immediate action, then we might not have a stock market to worry
about anymore.

Jackson visit impressive
'

Say what you will, but Jesse Jackson is one of the best ‘‘stump
speakers” of either political party.
His rousing rhetoric and passionate style reflect his background
as a minister, and his pulpit-honed delivery serves him well on the
campaign trail. One can’t help but be impressed by his sheer force
;
and his ever-dominant charisma.

Jackson’s Binghamton supporters (and non-supporters alike) got
a taste of charisma Wednesday when he addressed a crowd of some
3,700 people at SUNY-Binghamton. The people had to wait a couple
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of hours, before he arrived. But wait they did, and Jackson did not

/
disappoint.
The words he spoke were familiar to anyone who’s turned in to
his
but
speeches,
his
of
telecasts
C-SPAN
and
previous debates
personality was in full bloom and his voice was in top register. He
hit all the high notes with precision and earned repeated ovation. It
was almost like attending a sold-out Michael Jackson concert.
Because he was running late, Jackson did not have time for an

intimate session with local VIPs. He had to be off to Syracuse,

where more than 7,000 people awaited him at Onondaga County
War Memorial and he didn’t want to disappoint them either. From
all the reports, his reception there was equallv enthusiastic.

Lt. COL.OLIVER NOATH AND HIS LAWYER DISCUSS
STRATEGY OVER BREAKFAST.........(WE COULD BLAME WILUAM CASEY. HES
DEAD AND WOULDNT SAY ANYTHING,
o..
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Famous quotes. are
hard to translate
You know what’s annoying me these
days?
Famous literal quotations. That’s
right, little poetic quotations that make
sense to those who wrote them, but are

a bitch for others to figure out.
When poets write these little gems,
they expect readers to find the ‘‘literal
meaning’’ of each statement. English
majors know what I’m talking about,
and they know it can be a pain in the
butt. Even non-majors who take
English may feel tempted to flush their
English book down the toilet.
To ease the pain a bit, here are a few
famous sayings that I’m sure everyone
has heard along with my interpretation.
(Remember: my interpretations may

differ
from
other
people’s
interpretations, so if you don’t agree with
them, it’s your problem, not mine. )
“Every dog has his day.” — How in
the hell can humans tell whaf kind of a
day dogs have? They can’t even speak!
All they do is eat, drink, sleep, peepee, poo-poo, eat some more, drink
some more, sleep some more, pee-pee
some-more, and poo-poo some more.
It’s not like humans can actually hear
a dog say something like ‘“‘Gee, what a
great day it is, ol buddy of mine. Mind
if I chew up a cat and throw it around a
few times?”
No! If they have such a day, only they
know about it.
“An apple a day keep’s the doctor
away” — Awwww, come on now!!!
Don’t people know how outdated that
one is? Look around you: people are
dying from cancer, leukemia, AIDS,
etc., and not a single one of them have
been saved by eating a lousy apple.
It’s almost like having a faith healer

tell you that God will take away your
severe back pain. Get real! Sure, apples have nutrients in ’em, and sure

they’re good for you, but when you’ve
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Hunsinger
contracted some serious disease, all the

apples in the world won’t save you.
“He who has the last laugh laughs
last’? — Duh, gee, I wonder how they
figured that one out? If you have the
last laugh, then it’s quite obvious that
there WILL be no one else laughing
after you, that means YOU would
be the
last one to laugh. I guess that makes
sense.
But it’s sort of a double standard:
You have to be an asshole to NOT understand it, and you had to be an
asshole to make up a stupid statement”
like that!
And finally, ‘“The early bird catches
the worm” — If you’re an early riser
like me, you’d be too damn tired to put
on pajamas, let alone catch a stupid
worm.
Now with much preparation, and
early bird might be awake enough to
catch a worm, depending on how much

There are a lot of

rumors going around

sleep the bird gets. If a normal bird (if
there is such a thing) sleeps about 8-9

hours, then the bird would be ready to
catch the little suckers with no
problems.
If a bird DIDN’T have a good night’s
sleep (you know those birds, they just
love to party), let’s say they get only 2-3
hours rest, then they probably wouldn’t
tell a worm from a ... well, you know
what I mean.
So, not every bird will get the worm if
they don’t get enough rest ... listen to
me, will you, I sound like Doctor
Doolittle!

This column is simply titled “‘Cool
John and the rumor.” You are probably
wondering what that means, SO I will

tell you. I have been hearing a lot of
good rumors about famous people and
myself, so I will let you in on a few of
them.
The first rumor I heard was that
President Reagan when he goes to
Moscow in May, will have a vodka shot
war with Premier Gorbachev. The
object of this war is to find out who can
down the most shots before passing out.
The winner would be crowned shot
taken or simply “‘King Hammered.”’
Broome Community College, I heard,
is going to hire former Arizona
Governor Evan Mecham to teach a
course in political science. I also heard
that Mecham’s salary will be paid by
Albert Boscov. He will have the entire
library as his office, since the library
participation is low. The hiring of
Mecham will not be announced until the
unions pool tournament is over.
Presidential candidate Albert Gore
will quit the campaign and go on the
road with the Grateful Dead. At first, I
did not believe this rumor, but since my

source assured me that Gore is really a
closet deadhead. It seems that Gore one
night during a speech said he would
name Grateful Dead leader Jerry
Garcia as his running mate if he is
nominated.
The fact that Binghamton won’t have
a stadium must have been too much for
Mayor Juanita Crabb because I am told
that she will soon pose for Playboy. The
title of her nude pictorial will be
“Bingo’s Foxy Mayor.”
I can’t believe this for the fact that
Crabb is not all that good looking. But
let’s face it Playboy is just a piece of

trash.
Now it is time to get to the rumors
about me. The first one is that I arn
going to be named offical posterboy for
the Chippendale dancers. It is not true,
but I-can tell you this: I ama member
of the Buckwheat Body Building Club.
I heard a rumor that I was linked to
®ayor Edward Boneck of Johnson City.
I must deny this to the fullest. I think
the man should go bury his head in the
sand and play tiddly winks for the rest
of his life.
Somone asked me whether I am
related to Mel Gibson because of my
great looks. I told the questioner that I
was and now I am referred to as the
Sheik. (Just kidding on that one.)

I heard that I was to lead a violent
take-over of the Wales Building and
thus take over BCC. I would only take
BCC as a gift. Who would want this
place anyway? It is next to a dog kennel
and a jail. That speaks for itself.
I also heard that I was to start as
Quarterback for the New York Giants
at their season opener. I just can not do
that. I might have homework or God
forbid, a quizz.

The last rumor I heard was that I was
to write a column about rumors and
everyone was going to laugh and love it.
Believe

it: or not that is the truth,
because this column was designed for
anyone who needs a good laugh, so

enjoy.

Jackson's ideals ne ed more scrutiny
one-page

newsletter

doing what Jackson
does best:
disagreeing openly and outwardly with
the establishment.
Castro is a man who exercises his
power by adhering to an ideology that
rejects the dignity of the individual.
That ideology is communism.

being

Lovis
_
D’ Amelia Ill

distributed at the Jesse Jackson rally at
SUNY Binghamton carried a bold black
headline asking ‘DO YOU KNOW

JESSE JACKSON?”
The paper listed seven disturbing
examples of Jackson’s past associates
and statements and in doing so made a
controversial man more controversial.
Unfortunately we are questioning the
character of all the candidates this
year: George Bush and his role in the
Iran-Contra affair; Michael Dukakis
and his personal lack of enthusiasm for
very enthusiastic things and his shifting
positions on trade laws; and Albert
Gore who decides the priority of his
campaign platform based on the region
he is campaigning in.
But there is one crucial difference
between these political imperfections
and Jesse Jackson’s.
Jackson’s
mistakes lead one to question his basic
ideological beliefs.
And unfortunately, American Jews

have been virtually alone in questioning
those beliefs.
Why American Jews? First, because

How long before Americans ask why
they are a sensitive minority that is less

apolitical than the rest of the country.
And secondly, because Jackson is
suspected of being anti-semitic.
How else would someone explain his
referring to New
York City as
“hymietown?”

Or his

close

association

with

an

openly professed anti-semite like Louis
Farrakhan? Farrakhan referred to
Judaism as a “gutter religion.”
Or Jackson’s praising PLO terrorist
leader Yassar Arafat as a “‘true hero’’?
Unlike the rest of America, Jews
refuse to wallow in naivete.
How long will Americans wait before
they question the wisdom of Jackson

praising

communist

leader

Castro and his reforms?

Fidel

Castro

has

killed and imprisoned thousands

for

‘

did Jackson chant, ‘Hey hey ho ho
western cultures got to go”’ at a student
demonstration at Stanford University?
Or when will Americans question
Jackson’s management of PUSH, an
organization previously headed by
Jackson, which cannot account for $1.5
million of taxpayers’ money?

To be sure, these and other questions
will require an explanation from

Jackson as the campaign progresses.
But thus far the evidence is clear that
Americans are not immune to the influence of charismatic orators with no
political experience who speak in vague
generalities on only safe issues with
rhymes and chants.
To respect Jesse Jackson is to

challenge Jesse Jackson. To do
otherwise is to betray the ideals of the
nation for which Jackson wants to lead. —
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SGA budget process bogged
By LIONEL LENOX

hold banquets. The constitution covers
all clubs by providing the SGA Awards
Banquet at the end of the year to honor
all student clubs, Kasson said.
The proposal for a separate line for a
banquet was requested at the April 7
meeting by the College Choir, which
plans to forego its annual club trip.

Editor

The

Student

Government

Association’s budget review board is
bogged down because of the lack of
uniform club policies.
The budget review board, which
determines the overall SGA budget and
the budgets for BCC’s various student
clubs, has spent more than six hours,
during two separate meetings — April 7
and 14 —trying to compute a budget for

Instead, the choir plans to use that
money to cover the cost of the Messiah

concert last Christmas at the Anderson
Center.
Kasson said the choir requested that
the remaining money be used for an
end-of-the-year banquet because the
choir acts as a liaison to the community.
But, Kasson said, John J. Pierog, vice

the 1988-89 school year.
Cliff Kasson, SGA president, said the
process has been slowed by various

clubs requesting a separate line for
money to be used for a club banquet.

Kasson said the SGA constitution
forbids a separate line item for clubs to

president of student affairs said that if

one club is alloweda line item for a

down

Awards Banquet.
.
— The Ski Club has requested $200 fo
mounting brackets without explaining
what is wrong with the mounting

banquet all clubs would want one. If
that happens, Pierog said student

activity fees might have to be increased

to cover the costs.

brackets they have.
— WBCA has requested funds to
repair the station’s speakers. The
budget review board questionsed how
the speakers were broken, because
before WBCR went on the air the
volume was supposed to be set at a level

Other clubs requesting a banquet
were
the International
Student
Organization and the Lambda Society.
Kasson said clubs that do hold their own
banquets do so from money raised by
bake sales or other means.
Kasson said other obstacles facing
the budget review board are:
— The Lively Arts and SME Club
have not submitted a budget.
—
The
International
Student
Organization hasn’t submitted a constitution.
— The Medical Assistants have
requested money for awards. Awards
like banquets are covered by the SGA

to prevent any damage.

— The Fulcrum has requested funds
to buy a desktop publishing system,
estimated to cost $15,000.

Kasson said of the budget process:
“It’s a slow process because we are
taking everything into account so this
won’t carry over to next year for SGA’s
successors.

More junior colleges to field football teams
(CPS)—To boost their public
profiles
and
shrinking
enrollments,

Midwest

several

colleges

small

in recent

weeks have adopted an unusual
Strategy:

they’ve

decided

to

field football teams.
A California junior college,
moreover, announced it may go

to court to keep its nationally
ranked football squad for the
same reasons.
Officials at Trinity College, a
church-affiliated Illinois school
that enrolls about 600 students,
announced in early March they
will field a football team in 1989.
It will be the first time Trinity
has had a team in its 91-year
history.
The
reason,
Trinity
spokesman Bob Moeller says,

will be to win students as much
as to win football games.
‘‘We has to do what we can to
be competitive with the other
small, church-affiliated, liberal

arts

colleges

in

the

area,”

Moeller explained. “We’re all
competing for a shrinking pool
of students.”
Another
Greenville

Illinois
school,
College, started a

team last fall after 94 years
without a gridiron squad. The
team did well on the field its
first season, and according to

“Right now I miss not being
able to have a chance at good
visibility in the fall,’ he said.
“T’'d like to have had Sunday

healthy and doing well after a
period of some. trouble,’ he
said.
A 1984 University of Kentucky

study

indicated

a_

strong

‘headlines

correlation between winning
sports programs and athletic

donations, but no significant
relation between sports and
academic gifts.

that

said

‘Wichita

State Wins’ this fall.”
In California, Taft

College
may go to court to keep such
sane and its football team,

alive.

Trinity College will field a football team

in 1989 for the

first time in its 91-year history to win students as much as

to win football games.
school officials, helped attract
dozens of new students by
giving the school a larger public
profile.
Greenville’s success, said
Moeller,

encouraged

Trinity,

which
suffered
through
financial hard times in recent
years but has since rebounded.
“T think people will see it as
another sign that Trinity is

And when Wichita State
University dropped its debtridden football program in 1988,
applications, enrollment and
donations actually increased.
Still,
Robert
Hartsook,
Wichita State’s vice-president
for development and alumni
affairs, yearns for the visibility
a good football team can bring
to a school.

games on its own. If the football
The school — which easily won
its conference championship
last year and finished the

season ranked third in the
nation among junior colleges —
was left out when the Coast
Valley Conference reorganized
earlier this year.
Conference officials say they
assumed the state Commission
on Athletics would place Taft in

FRIDAY, APRIL 29 AT CHENANGO VALLEY STATE PARK

COME WO

LIVE MUSIC

FREE FOOD
BOOTH GAMES
AND

SOFTBALL

AND

a more competitive league.
But the state didn’t, forcing
Taft officials to scramble to
schedule games for the 1988
season. “It’s difficult,” said
spokesman Dennis McCall,
“since most schools have
their
already
scheduled
seasons.”
The school is exploring the
feasibility of joining other
conferences McCall said, but
may sue the Commission on
Athletics to place it in a conference if Taft cannot arrange

WOLLEYBALL

Shuttle Bus from BCC $1.00 Round Trip

program

dies,

President

David

said

Taft

Cothrun,

the

entire college would suffer.
“Tt is quite vital that we not
lose the 40 or so students that we
would lose with the end of the

football

program.

We

would

lose more than just students,”

said

Cothrun.

‘“‘We

would

possibly never recover. Once
enrollment at a college drops,
growth is limited.”
;
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Civil Tech stomps Mechanicat Dept.
The Civil Tech department
got one up on the Mechanical
department on Saturday, April

2, by winning a softball game

32 show up for tournament { =

played at Otsiningo Park.
The final scoré was 11-2.

By ROBERT CENTORANI
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1110 Chenango St., Hillcrest

OPEN
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Student
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& Employee's

Guirstante,

Victor

ticipated.

23.

BCC acting activities director
John Reid said the top three

Gonzalez and Ed Branden
people
will
be
awarded
placed 1-2-3, respectively in the trophies. He said the qulaity of
BCC 8&-ball tournament held in _play was good at times.
the student union.
“The kids had a lot of fun and
next year we will want to run
It was a double-elimination
tournment
that lasted two
some tournaments like this
one,”’ Reid said.
weeks and 32 people par-

BCC
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Guirstante
won
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At left, Noel
Harvey sights a shot.
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Golf team's 2-0 start has coach

optimistic for regional meet
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By ROBERT CENTORANI

year ago, has paced the team

The BCC men’s golf team has
won its first two meets of the
year in impressive fashion.

78 in the Broome tournament
and 75 at Cobleskill. Mike Duel
has been the second man as he
shot 79 and 78 at Broome and
Cobleskill respectively.
The rest of the team has been
shooting in the low .80’s consistently.
The Hornets compiled team
scores of 319 at Broome and 316
at Cobleskill.

It won the Hornet tournament
at its home course Endwell
Greens by 14 strokes on April 9
and then won the Cobleskill
tournament by 8 strokes on
April 15.
The Hornets have been led by
senior Keith Dyer and a host of
freshmen that include Mike
Deuel,
Chris
Dehm,
Joel
Deeter, Thad Corsen and Joe
Vambara. \
Dyer, a regional medalist a

for the first two meets shooting

“T’ve
been
pleased
with
everyone so far,’”’ head coach

Wayne
Lockwood
said.
“Consistency is the name of the
game and everyone is striking

the ball well to this point.”
“Tf the freshmen continue to
play the way they’ve been
playing then I like my chances
in the regionals (which are held
at BCC’s home course this
year).”
“So far tough teams in the

region look like Mohawk Valley
CC and Monroe CC and I think
we have the talent to beat them,
but you-never know.”
The Hornets next three meets
will be on the road against
Jefferson
(on
April
23),
Mohawk Valley (on April 26),
and Cayuga (on April 30) before
returning home for the regional
tournament on May 8 &9.

Bupp and Kospik lead tennis
team to an impressive 4-0 start
By DOUG THOMPSON

Featuring
Italian-American
Cuisine
Our Famous Pizza
Complete Menu
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weekend afternoons

The BCC Men’s Tennis team
opened its season
with 4
straight victories.
The Hornets
began their
season with a victory over
Elmira, 5 matches to 4. The
opposing teams face each other

in 6 single matches and 3 double
matches.
“T think the Elmira meeting
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Mike Bupp are 40. Mushock
ie Jutz are 3-1 and Legault is

strong, has dwindled to 8
By ROBERT CENTORANI

5, 1964

“We caught them when they
had a new coach and I’m sure
they’re going to get stronger,”’
he said.
The team went on to shut out
Monroe
9-0, before
routing
Delhi 8-1.
Individually, in the singles
matches, Ralph Kopsik and

Track team, once 40

Sports Trivia

For Dinner Reservations Only Cal! 723-6440
For Take-out Orders and Pizza Call 723-6477

was pivotal for us,’’ Coach Oz
Winters said. We were losing 4-2
after the singles matches.
In all three of the doubles
matches we lost the first sets
and came back to win.”
The
team
then
played
Scranton and beat them handily
7-2. Winters said that although
the Hornets defeated Scranton;
Scranton was at a definite
disadvantage.

The BCC track team, which
started some
40 members
strong, has dwindled to just 8.
Just to get the team started,
the team needed to get 50
signatures on a petition.
_ “A lot of people quit after the
first few practices when the
pain is the worst,”’ head coach
Tom Carter said. “Others

decided to quit for one reason or
another,”

Of those who have decided to
stay on Melissa Decker has
been the best performer. At
Mohawk Valley she won the
high jump by 5’0 and she won
the long jump at 15’3 and 100
meter low high hurdles with at
time of 17.6
Tom
Faughanan
placed

second in the shot put with a
throw of 39’6.
_ “For the other members I'r:
just trying to make track fun for

them,” Carter said.

5

The
Fulerum

Sports Trivia’

-

‘1Wai tnefatesptaaige uae atved 0d eo rie
2: How many regular season games didtheMetswinin’86?_
3. What was the Twins home record last year? ~
:
1 Who
wa the
irspresidento throwhe
frat
ball
ofthe
season?

5. What year did the Mets move toShea Stadium?
iio:
6. What was the last team to repeat World Series titles?
7. Who was the last man to hit 50 home runs ina season?

8. What team did Babe Ruth start his career with?

9. How many home runs didMark McGwire hit last year?

2

10. Who was the MVP for last year’s NL Championship series? -
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See answers page 15

BCC women's softball team
teaches clinic to region foes
By ROBERT CENTORANI

by no-hitting them in a 10-0 win on April
9 at BCC.

Sports Editor

BCC is offering a new course this
spring, called Softball 101.
In this course, Keystone

Junior

College, Jefferson CC and Delhi Tech
have been taught the fundamentals of
softabll.
This clinic, like most is free and
sometimes
embarrasing
for
the
students. In order to get their point
across BCC found it necessary to
outscore their unschooled opponents 643 in six meetings.

The emphasis in this course is pit-

ching and BCC has two of the finest
instructors in Region III. Kelly Simmonds and Kris Kalb have been
ruthless to hitters so far this season to
demonstrate exactly how to pitch.
They both think walks are unacceptable and that hits should only be
allowed in rare situations. Kalb made

these points very clear to Jefferson CC

Simmonds

gave the lesson to Delhi

Tech on April 14 as she no-hit them ina
13-0 win. Both Simmonds and Kalb are
3-0 and have allowed 3 runs in six
games.
The Lady Hornets have also found it
necessary to teach the teams in the
area how to field. Head coach and
supervisor of this program Van Dunk
wants
defense
stressed
heavily.
Without fail this team will call all
flyballs hit in the outfield, they will

back up throw, they keep the ball in
front of themselves, they hit the cut-off
people, they are alert and in the game
at all times, and most of all the play
team defense.
The key to good defense is to be
strong up the middle. With Karen
Kelley catching and Pam Best and
Kathy Henaghen playing second and
short respectively the Hornets are
tough. “‘With Pam Best I think I’ve got

the best second around,’’ Van Dunk
said. “Our defense is holding us
together.”
The last thing Broome wants to
demonstrate is hitting. The team is
averaging 11 runs a game and again is
doing the little things well.
BCC runs the bases, they bunt well,
they move runners, and they make
contact. ‘‘They’re picking up signs,
sacrificing well, making good contact

and everyone is involved which is good
for our team concept,” Van Dunk said.
The only thing that Van Dunk is upset
about is the lack of competition. ‘‘The
competition hasn’t been great and the
pitching
we’ve
faced
has _ been
terrible,’ Van Dunk said.
Nonetheless the Hornets are
have dominated
everyone
played.
The team’s next game is at
CC on Wednesday April 20, and
home game is against Cortland
JV team on April 27.
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The lack of consistent pitching and a
defense that committed 41 errors in 10
games have been the major reasons for
the- unsuccessful start. “‘We’ve had
most of the problems in the middle of
our infield,”’ head coach Dave Michalak
said.
The Hornets could be coming out of
their doldrums after a good day against
Monroe
CC
when
they split a
doubleheader on April 16. The Hornets
won the first game 7-3 before dropping
the second 5-0.
The Hornets handed Monroe its first
loss of the season and were led by Jerry
Ingraham who went 3-3 in the first
game. Keith Hayes took the win by
scattering six hits, striking out 11 and

added

had a bad@’Stert, batting only .194. Ed
Ciotoli is le2aing the team in hitting
with a .412 average including 14 hits, 8
RBI’s, and a home run.

“Our problem is that we can’t seem
to pull it all together, if we pitch well
our fielding and batting fail,’’ Michalak

said.

“Keith Hayes and John Baumgarten
have been pitching well, but everyone
else is having problems finding the
strike zone with consistency. One inning they will look great and next inning they’1l walk three people.”’
“The last few games we’ve been
playing better and 7 of our next 9 games
are at home so maybe we can put

together a good winning streak.”’
BCC’s next game will be home
against Keystone Junior College for a
single game on Wednesday April 20 at 4

p.m.

:

which

is

94-73.

The basketball

season

typified the

year for men’s sports. The Hornets
finished with 16-12 record and among

other problems they had George Hooks
was lost for academic reasons as was
Chris Jackson. The lack of a big man
also contributed to the difficulties.
The women’s team was completely
the opposite as it compiled an impressive 23-2. It was the first 20-win
year for the women’s basketball. Under
first year head coach Renne Spear the

his

Scenectady. They dropped two more
games against Hudson Valley and then
split with Finger Lakes.
Hornets co-captain Joe Bendert has

team,

team stumbled through a frustrating
season that ended with a much expected loss in the regionals to Herkimer

with a 4-8 record.

Condor

soccer

success they had under longtime coach
Dick Baldwin with new coach Paul
Nolan.
It looked like a good situation for
Nolan to come into as Broome had five
starters returning from a year ago. One
thing led to another and the basketball

The BCC baseball team has stumbled
through its first 12 error-filled games

5. Tom

men’s

supposed to be the big sport in the fall,
flopped 5-12-1.
With the winter came the start of a
new basketball season. BCC fans hoped
the men’s team could continue the

By ROBERT CENTORANI

walking

The ’87-’88 athletic year at BCC has
been a good year for the women. From
volleyball to the successful start of the
softball team the women have shown up
the men.
If we take a close look at this year
_ we'll see that the women have had
success in every sport they’ve participated: From Julie Fogarty going to
nationals in cross-country to second
year head coach Arlene Bradtke turning a volleyball program that went 1113-1 her first year to 23-9-2 last fall anda
spot in the regionals. Women’s tennis
also played well winning the region -III
title.
The

Errors and inconsistency lead
To baseball spoor ae8 record —

second home run to start a 4-run rally in
the second inning.
Broome
started the season
by
splitting a doubleheader with Erie
winning the first game 5-4, and then lost
the second 9-5. After being ie by
Onondaga CC they split a twin-bill with

BCC gals make
men look bad

Jerry

Ingraham

stretches

out

before a game.

“(Photo by Jim

Pittsly)

New gym almost ready
By ROBERT CENTORANI
BCC is very close to completing the
addition to the student center according
to
BCC
athletic
director
Tony
Quagliata.
The new addition will be called the
East Gym and will contain a regulation
94 ft. by 50 ft. basketball court, weight
room and an aerobic room.
“The addition will be helpful in
scheduling because we can put sports

that don’t draw that well in the new
gym (the new gym has a seating
capacity of about 500),’’ Quagliata said.
“Tt will also be helpful for scheduling
pratice times because in the past we
have had to schedule girls basketball

from 4-6 p.m. and men from 6-8 p.m.
and now we don’t have to worry.”
“There will also be more room for
intramerals and other school activities,’ Quagliata said.
The project cost around $2.5 million.

Hockey team switches leagues
By ROBERT CENTORANI
The BCC hockey team
conferences on April 14. BCC
director Tony Quagliata said
Intercollegiate Hockey League

changed
athletic
the old
split.

‘It used to be that ICHL had an east
and west division and now the east has
formed its own division the Eastern

Collegiate
Hockey
League
Broome now belongs to, he said.

which

The teams are basically the same.
Rochester left the eight-team conference and were replaced by St. John’s
Fisher, according to Quagliata.
Quagliata

also said

BCC

was

ac-

cepting applications for a new hockey
coach. “Applications are coming in
slow,” Quagliata said.

team had among other things a 15
game-winning streak and lost a close
game in the regionals to Jefferson 61-58.
The Hornets were led by returning
seniors Kathy Henaghen, Cindy Holden
and Denise Pitcher. The only thing
wrong with the women’s season was
that they peaked a little too soon. Still a
very successsful season.
Also in winter, two men’s coaches
went by the way side. Bill Beston the
wrestling coach was first coach to call
it quits. He left after 14 seasons, Then
hockey coach John Hawley decided to
step down after his first season.

Well the first two seasons were unsuccessful, but at least the men had

baseball to look forward to. Just a
season before they had led the NJCAA
in batting and looked impressive. This
year, however, they would have only
four members returning. And they have
had a rocky start this year.
The softball team on the other hand is
off to a great start and this team could
be the exclamation point on what has
been a fantastic year for Broome
women. After six games they have
looked untouchable. The Lady Hornets
have an awesome combination of
pitching and hitting and right now it
doesn’t look like anyone in the region
can beat them.

The men have a lot of work to do if
they don’t want to repeat this year.

